Marine Insurance Masterclass
Gaining practical insights and current trends on Cargo Insurance, International
Trade and Freight Liabilities

14th - 15th July 2019 | Fairmont Dubai, United Arab Emirates
17th - 18th July 2019 | The Ritz-Carlton, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
(2 nights Free accommodation at Ritz Carlton)

Free Take Away
Participants will receive for all courses: A full participant’s manual with copies of all
PowerPoint slides and supporting notes, copies of all worksheets and group activities
and photographic copies of any relevant flipchart or whiteboard notes and projects
of your own which will include case studies and other interactive activities.

Major Benefits of Attending:
GAIN a clear understanding of universally accepted principles and practices in the field of cargo insurance,
international trade and freight liabilities and legal framework.
ASSESS knowledge and understanding of international conventions, standards and foundational statutes
as they relate to marine cargo insurance, international trade and freight liabilities
SECURE an understanding of the fields of freight liabilities and freight liability insurance: the role and
accountabilities of transport intermediaries such as freight forwarders, NVOCCs, customs brokers and
warehouse or terminal operators
DISCUSS valuable tools and resources in risk assessment, underwriting, claims handling, investigation and
adjustment in the specialized field of cargo insurance and freight liability insurance
ACQUIRE an understanding of the workings of international trade, logistics and international
transportation
EXPLORE marine cargo and freight liability insurance within the context of the Asian insurance markets
DETERMINE the tools and resources for the offering and selling of superior marine insurance products and
excellence in service
DETERMINE the tools and resources for the offering and selling of superior marine insurance products and
excellence in service

Why You Should Attend?
You will have 2 days of experiencing the teachings of
an internationally acclaimed expert in marine insurance,
who has been a practitioner in the field for over 20 years.
Due to the quality of the interactive case studies as well
as the course materials, you will have access to optimized
learning tools and techniques which will facilitate in depth
coverage of a very wide spectrum of marine cargo
claims topics. The workshop is designed to empower you
with superior knowledge of this complex discipline and to
enhance the standards of professionalism in your office
and in your local industry.

Organized by:

WE SOLVE YOUR PUZZLE

Who Should Attend?
All insurance professionals, underwriters, claims
handlers, claims adjusters, insurance agents and
brokers, risk managers, surveyors, lawyers, transport
intermediaries such as freight forwarders and
customs brokers.

